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ABSTRACT: BLUF (blue light using ﬂavin) domain proteins are an important
family of blue light-sensing proteins which control a wide variety of functions in cells.
The primary light-activated step in the BLUF domain is not yet established. A
number of experimental and theoretical studies points to a role for photoinduced
electron transfer (PET) between a highly conserved tyrosine and the ﬂavin
chromophore to form a radical intermediate state. Here we investigate the role of
PET in three diﬀerent BLUF proteins, using ultrafast broadband transient infrared
spectroscopy. We characterize and identify infrared active marker modes for excited
and ground state species and use them to record photochemical dynamics in the
proteins. We also generate mutants which unambiguously show PET and, through
isotope labeling of the protein and the chromophore, are able to assign modes
characteristic of both ﬂavin and protein radical states. We ﬁnd that these radical intermediates are not observed in two of the
three BLUF domains studied, casting doubt on the importance of the formation of a population of radical intermediates in the
BLUF photocycle. Further, unnatural amino acid mutagenesis is used to replace the conserved tyrosine with ﬂuorotyrosines, thus
modifying the driving force for the proposed electron transfer reaction; the rate changes observed are also not consistent with a
PET mechanism. Thus, while intermediates of PET reactions can be observed in BLUF proteins they are not correlated with
photoactivity, suggesting that radical intermediates are not central to their operation. Alternative nonradical pathways including a
keto−enol tautomerization induced by electronic excitation of the ﬂavin ring are considered.
■ INTRODUCTION
Light-sensing proteins mediate the response of living systems to
light. In the most widely studied examples, rhodopsins,
phytochromes, and photoactive yellow protein, the primary
process involves an excited state isomerization reaction.1,2
Relatively recently a range of blue-light-sensing ﬂavoproteins
have been discovered and shown to be widespread, occurring in
animals, plants, fungi, and bacteria.3−5 Three separate classes
have now been identiﬁed: photolyase/cryptochromes; light-
oxygen-voltage (LOV) domain proteins; blue light sensing
using FAD (BLUF) domain proteins. In each case the
chromophore is a ﬂavin (isoalloxazine) ring which is planar
in its oxidized form and thus not able to exert a mechanical
force on the surrounding protein. Consequently the mechanism
of operation of these photoactive ﬂavoproteins is a topic of
intense experimental and theoretical investigation.6,7 In the
DNA repair enzyme, photolyase, a change in oxidation state of
the ﬂavin is observed, while in the LOV domain a reaction of
the triplet state of the ﬂavin with an adjacent cysteine is the
primary mechanism.8−11
The BLUF domain is a versatile unit involved in phototaxis
in Synechocystis,12,13 bioﬁlm formation in Acinetobacter
baumannii,14 and gene expression in Rhodobacter sphaer-
oides,15,16 processes which are controlled by the BLUF proteins
PixD (Slr1694) and BlsA and activation of photopigment and
PUC A protein (AppA), respectively. In addition to this
importance in nature some applications for ﬂavoproteins have
been proposed. For example, the role of the BLUF domain in
light-induced regulation of gene expression makes it a candidate
for exploitation in the emerging ﬁeld of optogenetics,17 while
the use of photoactive ﬂavoproteins as sources of genetically
expressed singlet oxygen has been proposed.18,19 Despite this
interest and importance, the primary mechanism operating in
the BLUF domain is as yet unresolved, and forms the topic of
the present paper.
Conversion of the dark-adapted state of BLUF proteins to
the signaling state under blue (∼450 nm) light leads to a red-
shift in the ground state absorption of the ﬂavin ring by 10−15
nm, with the ﬂavin remaining in its fully oxidized form in both
states.20,21 The light-adapted state thus formed relaxes back to
the dark state in the absence of irradiation in a time which is
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dependent on the particular BLUF domain protein: 30 min for
AppA, 9 min in BlsA, but much faster (<10 s) in PixD.
AppA is the best characterized of all BLUF domain
proteins.22−24 In the photosynthetic organism it acts as an
antirepressor, responsible for light-activated control of the
expression of genes involved in the biosynthesis of the
photosynthetic apparatus. It comprises an N-terminal BLUF
domain and a C-terminal domain which binds the repressor
molecule PpsR in the dark. Irradiation with blue light causes
dissociation of the AppA:PpsR complex. The structure of the
BLUF domain (AppABLUF) has been studied by X-ray, NMR,
and QM/MM and purely classical calculations.22,23,25−31 An X-
ray structure is shown in Figure 1, and the existence of an
intricate H-bonding network involving the ﬂavin ring and
residues Y21, Q63, W104, and M106 is apparent. Currently, X-
ray structures disagree on the orientation of Q63 and W104,
but both NMR and QM/MM calculations suggest that Q63 is
mobile and ﬂips between light and dark states, leading to
modiﬁed H-bonded interactions between Q63, Y21, and the
ﬂavin ring.25,32,33 A change in H-bonding between protein and
the ﬂavin on light activation (Figure 1) is supported by light
minus dark IR diﬀerence measurements and Raman spectros-
copy, where a red-shift is observed in the transition associated
with the C4O stretch mode of the ﬂavin ring.21,34,35
In agreement with the structure and spectroscopy, site-
directed mutagenesis shows that the residues Y21 and Q63 are
essential for the light-activated function.37,38 When these
residues are mutated, the red-shift in the ﬂavin absorption
characteristic of a photoactive state is not observed. On the
other hand W104 can be exchanged in AppA, and the red-shift
is retained, but the light-to-dark recovery rate is dramatically
enhanced (for example when Trp is replaced by Ala there is an
80-fold increase in the recovery rate), and biological activity is
abolished.39 We have shown elsewhere in femtosecond to
millisecond IR spectroscopy that this mutation shortcircuits the
structure change in AppA, thereby abolishing in vivo activity.40
The originally proposed and most widely accepted model for
the primary process in BLUF domains is electron transfer from
a highly conserved tyrosine residue (Y21 in AppA) to the
photoexcited ﬂavin ring, Y21−FAD* → Y21•+−FAD•−. This
assignment is based on two important observations: the
formation of a radical like spectrum in ultrafast transient
electronic spectroscopy of PixD and the observation of complex
multiexponential kinetics in the decay of the transient
electronic spectrum.38,41−46 Such multiexponential kinetics
could be consistent with sequential formation of FAD•− and
FADH• on a subnanosecond time scale.45 However, in AppA
no radical state was observed either by ultrafast electronic or
transient infrared spectroscopy.47,48 The electron transfer
reaction was inferred by analogy with the PixD result and
through analysis of the complex kinetics, which persist in AppA.
An alternative proposal was presented, based on transient IR
spectroscopy of AppA and its mutants, that photoexcitation of
the ﬂavin ring initiates a prompt change in the H-bonding
environment without a change in oxidation state, which is
suﬃcient to initiate structural change through a tautomerization
in the Q63 residue.48,49 Quite recently two other BLUF domain
proteins (BlsA and BlrB) were investigated by ultrafast
electronic and vibrational spectroscopy, respectively; again, no
radical spectrum was detected, although complex kinetics were
observed.50,51 These results raise the key question of whether
formation of a radical intermediate is critical to the operation of
the BLUF domain. For example, a number of recent theoretical
approaches to modeling the mechanism of signaling state
formation in BLUF proteins assume formation of an electron
transfer intermediate.26,52−54
Here we resolve this question by studying three dark-adapted
BLUF domains, AppABLUF, PixD, and BlsA with 100 fs
temporal resolution transient infrared (TRIR) spectroscopy
with 4 cm−1 spectral resolution. These data are compared with
TRIR of AppABLUF mutants and model ﬂavins which
unambiguously display the spectra of radical intermediates.55−57
In this way marker bands for neutral and radical states are
identiﬁed. These assignments are conﬁrmed by isotope
substitution. We then track the presence or absence of radical
states in the three BLUF domains in their dark-adapted states.
Finally, to further probe the role of photoinduced electron
transfer we modulate the redox potential of the tyrosine residue
in AppABLUF, suggested to act as the electron donor,
45,54 using
unnatural amino acid substitution.58 This comprehensive study
allows us to describe the role of radical intermediate states in
the BLUF photocycle. Such intermediates are observed in a
number of proteins, but their presence is not correlated with
photoactivity. Thus, an alternative mechanism for BLUF
domain function is proposed.
■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
Transient Spectroscopy. The transient infrared spectrometer is
based on the ULTRA apparatus described in detail elsewhere59 with
additional details given in the Supporting Information (SI). Key
features are the stability and 10 kHz repetition rate which permit the
acquisition of transient IR diﬀerence (TRIR) spectra with 100 fs time
resolution and a signal-to-noise which allow the detection of transient
changes in optical density as small as 10 μOD. Such high signal-to-
noise supports detailed global analysis procedures described in the SI.
Materials and Protein Preparation.Methods for the preparation
of AppA, the uniformly 13C-labeled AppA and the AppA mutants have
been presented elsewhere.49 Additional details are provided in SI.
Synthesis of 2-ﬂuorotyrosine (2-FTyr) and 3-ﬂuorotyrosine (3-FTyr)
was performed as described by Stubbe,60,61 and additional details are
provided in SI.
Redox Potentials. The formal potentials at physiological pH of
Tyr, 2-FTyr, and 3- FTyr were recorded using an Autolab PGStat302N
computer-controlled potentiostat (Metrohm) in pH 7.0 phosphate
buﬀer using square wave voltammetry. A three-electrode cell was used
comprising a 3 mm glassy carbon working electrode, a Pt counter
electrode (99.99% Goodfellow), and a saturated calomel reference
electrode (Radiometer). The applied potential was modulated in
Figure 1. Structure and H-bonding of ﬂavin adenosine dinucleotide
(FAD) in AppABLUF. (A) Crystal structure of AppABLUF showing ﬂavin
binding between helices 1 and 2; (B) the hydrogen bonding network
around the ﬂavin that includes the key residues Y21, Q63, W104, and
M106. The ﬁgure was made using Pymol36 and the structure
1YRX.pdb.22
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square-waveform with the following parameters: pulse amplitude 25
mV, frequency 12.5 Hz, step potential 2 mV. Scanning in an oxidative
direction revealed a single oxidation peak for each amino acid
derivative. The oxidation of the amine moiety in each species is
electrochemically irreversible, therefore the formal potential is found
simply by subtracting the pulse amplitude from the observed peak
potential.62 Note that, as the oxidation process involves concomitant
proton and electron transfer, at physiological pH the formal potentials
used herein diﬀer from standard potential literature values (which by
deﬁnition refer to the standard potential at pH 1.0) by ∼−55 mV/pH
unit. Data analysis was performed using the on-board potentiostat
software Nova v 1.10.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Transient IR Spectroscopy of AppA. Figure 2A shows
the experimentally measured TRIR diﬀerence spectra for the
dark-adapted state of the AppA BLUF domain (dAppABLUF)
evolving between 1 ps and 1 ns after excitation at 450 nm.
These are similar to spectra presented earlier,48 but
experimental developments yield spectra with greatly improved
signal-to-noise over a wider spectral range, which encompasses
a number of newly observed modes. From a comparison with
the TRIR of FMN in buﬀer solution (Figure 2B) it is evident
that on the nanosecond time scale the dAppABLUF spectrum is
dominated by ﬂavin ring localized vibrational modes, with
negative (bleach) peaks arising from depletion of the electronic
ground state and positive peaks appearing during the excitation
pulse arising from excited state modes. Detailed assignments
based on DFT calculations and isotopic substitutions have been
presented elsewhere.55,56,63−65 Essentially the two highest-
frequency bleach modes (1701 and 1653 cm−1) arise from a
coupled pair of carbonyl stretch/N3H wag modes, while the
narrow bleaches at 1584 (weak) and 1548 cm−1 (strong) are
ﬂavin ring modes. The complex line shape between 1600 and
1653 cm−1 contains contributions from both the excited
electronic state of the ﬂavin ring and protein modes perturbed
by electronic excitation. The assignment of modes to the
protein has been conﬁrmed by studies of the fully 13C-labeled
dAppA (SI, Figure S1) and described elsewhere.49 An
important result in Figure 2A is the observation of a pair of
broad transient absorptions at 1380 and 1415 cm−1. These are
assigned to the singlet excited state of the ﬂavin ring, because
they are clearly also present in the TRIR of FMN in solution65
(Figure 2B). Thus, the 1380 cm−1 transient and intense 1548
cm−1 bleach intensities can be taken as marker modes,
indicating the population of the excited state and ground
state, respectively, of FAD in dAppABLUF. In line with this
assignment these bands appear within the excitation pulse, and
their temporal evolution is simply a decrease in amplitude
without any spectral shift (Figure 2C).
The temporal evolution of the spectra in Figure 2A is in
other respects rather featureless; despite the marked improve-
ment in signal-to-noise compared to earlier data, there is no
evidence for the formation of intermediate species with distinct
vibrational spectra on the subnanosecond time scale. Essentially
the spectra in Figure 2A appear within the excitation pulse and
mainly relax back to the electronic ground state. In contrast to
this relatively simple spectroscopy the relaxation kinetics are
complex and can only be ﬁt with a sum of at least two
exponential decay terms (Table 1). This should not be taken as
necessarily indicating two distinct states, but rather a minimum
numerical representation of multiexponential kinetics. Such
complex kinetics may indicate an inhomogeneous ground state
distribution, with diﬀerent decay kinetics for diﬀerent
conformations of the protein around the ﬂavin ring. In at
least one case (the 1690 cm−1 shoulder on the 1701 cm−1
bleach, Figure 2A) spectrally distinct states are observed to have
diﬀerent ground state recovery lifetimes. The faster recovery of
the 1690 cm−1 bleach is particularly noteworthy because it
correlates with the faster ground state recovery of the light-
adapted state (lAppABLUF), which has a red-shifted C4O
carbonyl mode (see SI Figure S2). This may indicate the
existence of a fraction of the light state structure even in the
dark-adapted protein.
In Figure 2C the kinetics associated with the ﬂavin ring
ground and excited state marker modes of dAppABLUF at 1380
and 1548 cm−1 are compared. The kinetics are of opposite sign
but otherwise cannot be distinguished from one another, aside
Figure 2. Comparison of TRIR for dAppABLUF and FMN. (A)
Temporal evolution of TRIR spectra of dAppABLUF. (B) Temporal
evolution of the TRIR spectra of FMN in aqueous buﬀer. (C)
Comparison of the excited state decay (1380 cm−1) and ground state
recovery (1548 cm−1) dynamics of dAppABLUF. The 1548 cm
−1 data
have been inverted and normalized for the comparison. The diﬀerence
at long time reﬂects the fact that the excited singlet state relaxes
completely but the ground state is not completely repopulated due to
population of long-lived state; this is modeled by a constant oﬀset for
the analysis in Table 1.
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from the constant oﬀset in the ground state recovery (1548
cm−1), which is associated with microsecond relaxation
dynamics.40 This oﬀset is also evident in independent global
analysis (Figure S3 in SI). The corresponding two exponential
ﬁts are the same within the ﬁtting error (Table 1). Such close
agreement of excited state decay and ground state recovery is
inconsistent with a sequential kinetics model in which the
excited state is quenched to form a distinct intermediate state
which then relaxes on a longer time scale to form the light-
adapted state. In that case the 1380 cm−1 excited state transient
would relax faster than the 1548 cm−1 ground state recovers.
Thus, there is no evidence in these data for the existence of
distinct intermediates in the subnanosecond kinetics of
dAppABLUF. That the dynamics are nonsingle exponential
most likely reﬂects a distribution of ground state structures in
the protein (for which there is some evidence in Figure 2A and
some calculations33).
The quality of the data in Figure 2A is suﬃcient to conduct a
global kinetic analysis. To make meaningful comparisons
between all samples studied (see below) we restricted modeling
to two simple cases, ﬁrst the construction of decay-associated
spectra (DAS) with two decaying and one nondecaying (ﬁnal)
state and second evolution-associated spectra (EAS) using a
single intermediate scheme, A→B→C. Both schemes ﬁt the
data adequately and equally well. Thus, to distinguish between
them it is critical to have additional criteria, in particular a
distinct spectrum that can be associated with any intermediate
state. More complex models with additional intermediates or
decaying states yield a slight improvement in the quality of the
ﬁt, but no new physical insight. The results are shown in SI
(Figure S3). The DAS show minor 30 ps and major 485 ps
decaying components plus a ﬁnal spectrum. This aligns closely
with the biexponential kinetics of the marker modes (Table 1,
Figure 2C); it is signiﬁcant that the 30 ps DAS is similar to the
transient spectrum of lAppABLUF (Figure S2 in SI). For the EAS
the initial and intermediate states have essentially the same
spectra. Thus, global analysis also does not support the
formation of an intermediate state. Both models yield
essentially the same ‘ﬁnal’ spectrum, and its microsecond
kinetics (responsible for the oﬀset in Figure 2C) have been
described elsewhere.40
To summarize, for dAppABLUF no bands are found in the
TRIR spectra which can be assigned speciﬁcally to formation of
a radical (or any other) intermediate state in the photocycle.
Further, the kinetics do not point to population of a distinct
intermediate state. There is evidence for an inhomogeneous
ground state distribution giving rise to complex kinetics, which
may include structures similar to the light-activated state,
lAppABLUF.
Observation of Radical States in dAppABLUF Mutants.
To investigate the role of radical states in the primary
photochemistry of dAppABLUF the Y21W mutant was studied
by TRIR and transient absorption. This protein is photo-
inactive,39 with no red shift in the spectrum of the dark-adapted
state on irradiation. However, electron transfer quenching of
the ﬂavin excited state is expected to be signiﬁcantly faster in
Y21W than in dAppABLUF because the driving force for charge
separation is larger (more negative) by ∼300 mV when Tyr is
replaced by Trp.66 It was reported by Bonetti et al.38 that the
equivalent Y8W substitution in PixD opened up a new radical
pathway, W8−FAD → W8•+−FAD•− (in PixD the Y8−FAD
→ Y8•+−FAD•− radical absent in dAppABLUF is observed;45 see
also section 3.3). Analysis of TRIR data for Y21W will require
marker modes for possible radical states. We have previously
reported vibrational mode assignments for FAD•− and FADH•
ground states, and assigned transitions at 1528 cm−1 and 1626
cm−1 to the ground state of the radical (radical spectra are
presented in SI Figure S4).64 These radical marker modes
complement those identiﬁed above for the neutral reactants.
Although the 1626 cm−1 region in dAppABLUF is crowded due
to contributions from both protein and ﬂavin, the 1528 cm−1
region is not and does not show the growth of an absorption
which could be assigned to formation of FAD•− (Figure 2A);
thus, there is no positive evidence for a radical state in the wild-
type protein.
The TRIR spectra for Y21W dAppABLUF are shown in Figure
3A. That a new reaction pathway has been introduced is
immediately apparent from the spectra (Figure 3A) and kinetics
(Figure 3B). There are transient absorptions at 1521 and 1637
cm−1 that are absent in wild-type dAppABLUF. Both peaks show
true intermediate kinetics, increasing in amplitude as a function
of time after excitation, reaching a maximum at around 10 ps,
and decaying on a slower time scale (Figure 3B). The 1521
cm−1 transient is assigned to formation of a ﬂavin radical by
photoexcited electron transfer from Trp21, while the intense
1637 cm−1 peak may have contributions from FAD•− and/or
the Trp•+ radical cation.
Along with the formation of these new transient states, a
time-dependent bleach is expected, as some ground state
species must be consumed in the reaction. Such consumption
kinetics are seen in the increasingly negative bleach at 1626
cm−1 (Figure 3A). Thus, the spectra and kinetics of Y21W are
consistent with a sequential electron transfer reaction, W21−
FAD*→ W21•+−FAD•−→ W21−FAD The sequential nature
of the kinetics is supported by comparison of the FAD* decay
(1380 cm−1) which should reﬂect the primary electron transfer
rate, and FAD ground state recovery (1548 cm−1), which will
also depend on the rate of charge recombination (Table 1,
Figure 3C). The FAD excited state decays more rapidly than
the ground state recovers, in line with the formation of an
intermediate state but in contrast to the behavior of dAppABLUF
(Figure 2C, Table 1). As for wild-type dAppABLUF the kinetics
of Y21W are nonsingle exponential (Table 1) even for the
decay of FAD*. This again probably reﬂects a distribution of
ground state structures in Y21W.
Table 1. Excited State Decay and Ground State Recovery
Kinetics at the Two Characteristic Frequencies for Dark-
Adapted BLUF Domains and Mutants Y21W and Y8Wa
BLUF frequency/cm−1 wt τ1 τ1/ps τ2/ps
dAppA 1380 0.38 17 ± 8 401 ± 110
1548 0.42 29 ± 5 512 ± 60
Y21W 1380 0.59 5 ± 1 85 ± 9
1548 0.57 49 ± 11 168 ± 50
PixD 1380 0.48 15 ± 4 154 ± 29
1548 0.47 28 ± 4 226 ± 28
Y8W 1380 0.75 2 ± 0.5 42 ±15
1548 0.60 11 ± 2 108 ± 19
BlsA 1380 0.37 11 ± 3 397 ± 70
1548 0.44 12 ± 3 375 ± 60
aKinetics were ﬁt to a sum of two exponential terms, with the time
constants τi and normalized weights (wt τi + wt τ2 = 1). An additional
oﬀset is included to account for incomplete recovery of the 1548 cm−1
ground state.
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Further proof that an electron transfer reaction occurs in
Y21W was obtained from transient visible absorption spectros-
copy (SI Figure S5) In that case the Trp radical cation
spectrum of Y21W is shown to rise and decay with the same
kinetics as the 1640 cm−1 mode.
To conﬁrm these assignments of protein and ﬂavin modes in
the TRIR spectra of Y21W, the fully 13C-labeled protein U13C−
Y21W was studied (Figure 4). As expected, the main bleach
modes associated with the ﬂavin ring (1548, 1585 cm−1) occur
at essentially the same frequency as in dAppABLUF, although the
highest-frequency carbonyl bleach unexpectedly shifts down
from 1701 to 1696 cm−1. This shift suggests a contribution
from an instantaneous bleach of a protein mode underlying the
C4O ﬂavin bleach in Y21W. At this frequency the most
probable assignment of the protein bleach is to a change in
either oscillator strength or frequency of a carbonyl mode in an
amino acid side chain H-bonded to the ﬂavin. Such
instantaneous bleach modes were previously reported in the
photoinactive mutant Q63E.49 The 13C substitution leads to
major changes in the 1580−1680 cm−1 region, with the intense
transient peak at 1637 cm−1 shifting to 1600 cm−1 and the
associated bleach shifting from 1626 cm−1 to become a
minimum at 1585 cm−1 (strongly overlapped with the ﬂavin
ring mode). The downshift of this pair on isotopic substitution
conﬁrms that they arise from vibrational modes of the electron
donor, the W21 residue; thus both donor and acceptor states
are observed simultaneously by TRIR. Unfortunately, there is
only limited data on the IR spectra of Trp radicals or the radical
cation, making further assignment to speciﬁc vibrational modes
diﬃcult.67 The ﬁnal major eﬀect of 13C exchange is an increase
in the amplitude of the 1661 cm−1 bleach compared to that of
Y21W. This bleach is assigned in dAppABLUF to the lower-
frequency ﬂavin carbonyl mode, C2O,55,56 and the
apparently stronger bleach in fact arises from the downshift
of the absorption of the radical product mode which partially
obscures this transient in Y21W.
Importantly, the transient species growing in at 1521 cm−1
does not shift on 13C labeling, consistent with its assignment to
formation of the ﬂavin radical anion on the picosecond time
scale (Figure 4). The absence of this feature from the spectra of
wild-type dAppABLUF (Figure 2A) therefore argues against
signiﬁcant population of the ﬂavin radical intermediate state in
the AppA photocycle. The spectral region from 1500 cm−1
down to 1430 cm−1 has only one weak bleach feature in
dAppABLUF (Figure 2A) but in Y21W (Figure 3A) a new
transient absorption grows in at 1485 cm−1 with the same
kinetics as the ﬂavin radical at 1521 cm−1. In U13C−Y21W an
additional transient feature rises at 1447 cm−1 and decays
(Figures 3A,4). The 1485 cm−1 mode in Y21W is unshifted on
13C substitution, and thus, is assigned to the ﬂavin radical
(which aligns with a feature seen in the glucose oxidase radical
spectrum64). The 1447 cm−1 transient which appears only in
U13C−Y21W must arise from a mode of the Trp radical cation,
shifted down from a position underlying the 1480−1520 cm−1
region in the Y21W.
The observation of a clear rising component in the TRIR
data invites application of the sequential kinetic model in global
analysis; the resulting EAS for Y21W and U13C−Y21W are
shown in Figure 5. The spectra correlate with the discussion of
the raw data above and add some new details. The band at 1701
cm−1 shifts, weakens, and broadens on 13C substitution,
showing that the protein bleach mode underlying the C4O
carbonyl has shifted down to ﬁll in the feature at 1690 cm−1. As
discussed above, this is associated with a carbonyl mode in a
protein residue, instantaneously perturbed on excitation of the
Figure 3. TRIR of Y21W. (A) Temporal evolution of TRIR spectra.
(B) Rise and decay kinetics associated with radical product states at
1521 cm−1 and 1637 cm−1. (C) Excited state decay (black) and ground
state recovery (red) kinetics.
Figure 4. TRIR of U13C−Y21W . The bands assigned to the ﬂavin and
to its radical anion are unaﬀected by the isotope exchange, while those
of the electron donor, Trp21, shift relative to those in Figure 3
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ﬂavin ring. Further assignment will require speciﬁc isotope
editing of residues H-bonded to the ﬂavin. The intense pair of
modes assigned to the Trp → Trp•+ reaction are downshifted
by isotope substitution, as expected. In U13C−Y21W this pair is
overlapped with features at ∼1610 and 1580 cm−1 which do not
themselves shift on isotopic exchange and can thus be assigned
as ﬂavin modes. In addition to the previously noted rising
feature of FAD•− at 1521 cm−1 (which does not shift on
isotope exchange) new features associated with the radical
intermediate are also resolved in the global analysis at 1485
cm−1 (FAD•−) and 1447 (Trp•+). Finally it is signiﬁcant that
the ﬁnal EAS for Y21W and U13C−Y21W (Figure 5) are very
close to the baseline. The long-lived perturbation to the protein
structure seen in dAppABLUF is absent in Y21W, consistent with
the latter being a photoinactive protein.
Thus, these data on Y21W show that photoinduced electron
transfer reactions can be observed in BLUF domain proteins by
TRIR and that there are a number of characteristic marker
bands for radical intermediates states of both electron donor
and acceptor. The absence of these modes from the dAppABLUF
spectrum argues against the formation of a signiﬁcant
population of radical intermediate states during its photocycle.
TRIR of BLUF Domains PixD and BlsA. In Figure 6 the
evolution of the TRIR spectra for two further BLUF domain
proteins, PixD and BlsA, are shown. The ultrafast dynamics of
PixD have been studied in detail by Kennis and co-workers
through transient electronic spectroscopy.38,45 They observed
radical states in PixD. The photocycle of the recently
characterized BlsA BLUF protein has been described by us.50
Comparison of the TRIR spectra immediately shows distinct
diﬀerences between them (Figure 6).
The most remarkable observation is the clear growth of the
ﬂavin radical in PixD on the tens of picoseconds time scale at
1528 cm−1 (Figure 6A). In contrast to PixD, but in common
with dAppABLUF (Figure 2A), no such radical state is observed
for BlsA (Figure 6C). The results of the biexponential analysis
of PixD at 1380 and 1548 cm−1 marker modes are included in
Table 1. As expected for a sequential electron transfer reaction,
the excited state decays more rapidly than the ground state is
repopulated, although the diﬀerence is not as large as in Y21W
AppA BLUF, consistent with the larger driving force in the latter.
For BlsA the same marker modes show no diﬀerence in the
excited state decay and ground state recovery kinetics, as was
also found for dAppABLUF (Table 1, Figure 2C). A further
signiﬁcant diﬀerence is that PixD has overall faster kinetics than
BlsA and dAppABLUF, as already noted by Gauden et al.
45 Thus,
these observations conﬁrm not only the importance of the
electron transfer reaction in PixD but also that the observation
of radical intermediate states is the exception rather than the
rule for the four BLUF domains studied by ultrafast
spectroscopy (BlrB also did not show the radical transient51).
Evidently diﬀerent BLUF domains exhibit diﬀerent excited state
chemistry.
Figure 5. Evolution-associated spectra for Y21W and U13C−Y21W.
The kinetic scheme is A→B→C, and the sequence of the EAS is
black→red→blue.
Figure 6. TRIR of BLUF domain proteins. (A) Temporal evolution of
TRIR for PixD. (B) PixD transient kinetics at excited state, radical
intermediate (1528 cm−1) and ground state modes. (C) Temporal
evolution of TRIR for BlsA.
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An important question is the identity of the electron donor
in PixD, usually assumed to be the adjacent tyrosine, Y8. No
modes are observed in Figure 6A which can be clearly
associated with a radical cation (a bleach does develop at 1630
cm−1, but this is not suﬃcient to assign the electron donor to
Y8 as the ﬂavin ring has modes in this range). To compare with
Y21W the corresponding Y8W mutant of PixD was prepared.
The eﬀect of mutation is to dramatically accelerate the
quenching of FAD* and also to increase the rate of ground
state recovery (Table 1). The EAS recovered for the TRIR data
for PixD (Figure 6A) and Y8W (SI Figure S6) are shown in
Figure 7. Again, the most striking feature is the appearance in
Y8W of the diﬀerential line shape 1625/1634 cm−1, obscuring
the lower-frequency carbonyl bleach of the ﬂavin ring. This
agrees closely with observations in the Y21W AppABLUF (Figure
3a, 5), consistent with a Trp electron donor. However, no
strong rise time is associated with this pair in Y8W, which we
ascribe to the fact that the electron transfer reaction is too fast
(Table 1) for the rise to be resolved from the multiple
contributions to the signal at this wavenumber. The absence of
this characteristic pair of modes in PixD is therefore consistent
with a Tyr electron donor rather than the more remote W91
residue, which also aligns with the considerably slower overall
kinetics compared with those of Y8W. Finally the diﬀerent ﬁnal
EAS for PixD and Y8W, with only the former showing residual
features at 1700 and 1625 cm−1, indicate a long-lived
perturbation of the protein structure characteristic of the
photoactive form.40
Modulating the Driving Force for Electron Transfer.
One possible explanation for the failure to observe a radical
spectrum in dAppABLUF, BlsA and BlrB is that the rate of charge
separation is small, and that of charge recombination is large,
such that no radical population builds up. Charge separation as
the rate-determining step would also be consistent with the
identical kinetics observed for excited state decay and ground
state recovery (Figure 2C, Table 1). To probe this possibility
the Tyr21 residue in dAppABLUF was replaced with two
unnatural amino acids, tyrosine ﬂuorinated at positions 2 and 3
(labeled 2FY21 and 3FY21, respectively). This substitution is
expected to give a minimum perturbation to the structure,
leaving the surrounding residues unchanged.58,60 However, it
will have the eﬀect of modulating the free energy driving the
electron transfer reaction, ΔG0, due to the diﬀerent redox
potential of the three tyrosines. This will modify the rate-
determining charge separation step even in the case of slow
charge separation and fast recombination. The other factor
which will be altered by the Tyr/FTyr exchange is the H-
bonding environment, through the pKa of the acidic proton.
These parameters are listed in Table 2, where the formal
potentials for the ﬂuorinated tyrosine electron donors at
physiological pH are reported for the ﬁrst time. As can be seen,
the eﬀect of ﬂuorine substitution alters the potential, but the
position of the ﬂuorine substituent has no signiﬁcant eﬀect.
The locations and shape of the TRIR spectra for the 2FY21
and 3FY21 are very similar to those for dAppABLUF (SI, Figure
S7). This is consistent with a minimal perturbation to the H-
bond environment around the ﬂavin ring on exchange for the
native Tyr. However, there is a distinct eﬀect on the kinetics
with both relaxation times recovered from the biexponential
analysis becoming signiﬁcantly longer for the FTyr proteins
(Table 3). However, as was observed for dAppABLUF, there is
no diﬀerence between the excited state decay and ground state
recovery kinetics, again requiring no signiﬁcant population of
an intermediate state.
For the analysis of these data we turn to the classical Marcus
expression for the rate constant of an electron transfer
reaction:68
Figure 7. Evolution-associated spectra for PixD and Y8W PixD. The
kinetic scheme is A→B→C and the sequence of the EAS is black→
red→blue.
Table 2. Thermodynamic Parameters for Fluorinated
Tyrosinesa
A Tyr 2FTyr 3FTyr Trp
pKa 10 9.0 8.4 na
E(A/A•+)/V 1.34 1.26 1.27 1.07
ΔGCS/eVb −0.83 −0.91 −0.90 −1.1
ΔGCR/eV −1.67 −1.59 −1.6 −1.4
aThe redox potentials were measured at pH 7 (protonated form, data
shown in Figure S7 in SI) but converted to standard (pH 1), assuming
a reversible system. bThe free energies were calculated according to
eqs 2) and (3 assuming E(F/F•−) = −0.33 V and 2.5 eV for ΔE S1 the
onset of the S0 →S1 transition and the unknown electrostatic factor
has been assumed negligible.
Table 3. Excited State Decay and Ground State Recovery
Kinetics at the Two Characteristic Frequencies for FTyr
Substituted AppAa
frequency/cm−1 Wt τ1 τ1/ps τ2/ps
2FY21AppA 1380 0.27 118 ± 60 >1000
1548 0.44 140 ± 80 >1000
3FY21AppA 1380 0.33 50 ± 50 498 ± 300
1548 0.32 70 ± 33 600 ± 140
dAppA 1380 0.38 17 ± 8 401 ± 110
1548 0.42 29 ± 5 512 ± 60
aKinetics were ﬁt to a sum of two exponential terms. The data for
dAppABLUF (Table 1) are included for comparison.
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In 1 Vel is the electronic coupling parameter between donor
and acceptor and, λ, the reorganization energy, both of which
depend in quite complex ways on the details of the local
structure and environment, while λ is also a function of the
redox potentials.69−71 The other parameters have their usual
meaning. This equation deﬁnes the Marcus curve, a parabola
with maximum at −ΔG0 = λ separating the normal and Marcus
inverted regions (Figure 8). The driving force for the forward
electron transfer (charge separation, CS) reaction is given by:70
Δ = − − − Δ ε+• −∗G E Y Y E F F E G(CS) ( / ) ( / ) S0 1 (2)
the E(i) are the redox potentials of the respective couples, i, ES1
the 0−0 energy (in eV)of the electronic transition in FAD and
ΔGε an electrostatic term, typically less than 0.1 eV. The
corresponding expression for charge recombination (CR) is
Δ = − + + Δ ε+• −∗G E Y Y E F F G(CR) ( / ) ( / )0 (3)
Thus, by varying the redox potential of the tyrosine the ΔG0
for CR and CS steps will be modiﬁed (Figure 8A); the
calculated ΔG0 are given in Table 2, where the corresponding
data for Trp are included for reference to theY21W data.
These data may be compared with the sequential scheme
which adequately ﬁts all data sets, where
− * ⎯→⎯ − ⎯→⎯ −•+ •−X X X21 FAD 21 FAD 21 FADk kCS CR
X is W or Y and the rate coeﬃcients are now identiﬁed with
electron transfer. For this scheme the decay of the FAD excited
state will be faster than the recovery of the ground state if kCS >
kCR. This is indeed the case whenever the radical intermediates
are observed (Y21W, PixD, Y8W), as shown by the kinetics
associated with their respective marker modes in Table 1,
Figures 3C, and 6B. However, for dAppABLUF, BlsA, and the
two FTyr mutants, the excited state decay and ground state
recovery kinetics overlap. This can only happen in the case that
kCS < kCR, in which case the slow decay of FAD* by electron
transfer determines the rate of ground state recovery, and the
population of the intermediate will be negligible. For this to be
the case requires kCS to decrease substantially between for
example PixD and dAppABLUF, with little change or an
acceleration in kCR; this would indicate high sensitivity of
electron transfer in the BLUF domain to the structure around
the ﬂavin ring.
In all cases the driving force for charge recombination is
greater than for charge separation (Table 2). In that case, kCS <
kCR requires that the electron transfer is in the normal rather
than the Marcus inverted region (Figure 8). However, a
consequence of being in the normal region is that an increase in
driving force, such as is observed when Tyr is exchanged for
FTyr, is predicted to result in an increased rate of charge
separation (Figure 8B). What is in fact observed is a decrease in
that rate (a longer excited state decay, Table 3). Thus, the
changes in kinetics observed when FTyr replaces Tyr21 in
dAppABLUF are not consistent with a simple excited state
electron transfer quenching mechanism. This observation is
consistent with the lack of any measurable population of radical
intermediate states (Figure 2A). This conclusion applies also to
BlsA and (on the basis of the optical spectroscopy44) BlrB, but
not to PixD, where a radical intermediate is clearly observed, as
already reported.38,43 Signiﬁcantly, ﬂuorotyrosine substitution
was also used in PixD, and an increase in the excited state decay
time was also reported, although the redox potentials were not
available at that time.43 The most straightforward interpretation
of these data is that in AppA (and by extension BlsA and BlrB)
charge separation to form a radical intermediate is not the
primary step in the BLUF domain photocycle. This is a
conclusion which has important implications for theoretical
modeling of the BLUF domain. Further, the conclusion does
not depend on the choice of λ, which has the eﬀect of shifting
the Marcus curve, and therefore the inverted region, to smaller
ΔG for a smaller λ; this increases kCS, but does not alter the
eﬀect of making ΔG more negative (Table 2), which is a
predicted acceleration in kCS. This is true until kCS falls within
the inverted region (for λ < 0.9 eV), but in that case kCS > kCR,
which is not observed. Thus, the ﬂuorotyrosine data support
the conclusion that at least kCR ≫ kCS, and any radical state
must have only a ﬂeeting existence and not act as a metastable
intermediate about which structural reorganization occurs.
The observation of electron transfer reactions in PixD (and
in Y21W and Y8W) may arise because the driving forces are
quite diﬀerent from those in Table 1, indicative of speciﬁc
medium eﬀects on the redox potentials and the relative
geometry of donor and acceptor (which will modify Vel). Such
changes could have the eﬀect of placing the charge
recombination in the inverted region, decreasing the rate of
charge recombination, allowing observation of the intermediate
(Figure 8B). Such eﬀects on electron transfer reactions in
protein are intrinsically interesting but not obviously associated
with BLUF domain function.
Figure 8. Electron transfer processes in dAppABLUF and 2/3FY21
mutants. (A) Energy level scheme for charge separation and
recombination. (B) Representation of the Marcus equation with λ
set to 1.8 eV such that the maximum value for the rate constant is set
to match the fastest observed decay time of 2 ps (in Y8W). The ΔG0
for charge separation and recombination are marked for dAppABLUF
and 2FY21. As ΔG0 becomes more negative in the normal region, the
charge separation rate constant is expected to increase.
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A Nonradical Intermediate Pathway for the Primary
Step in BLUF Domain Proteins. In the absence of
unambiguous experimental evidence for radical intermediates
in the primary photochemistry of dAppABLUF (and at least two
other BLUF proteins), it is necessary to propose an alternative
pathway to the altered H-bond structure and red-shifted
absorption known to be associated with photoactive BLUF
domains. Both we and Domratcheva and co-workers previously
considered the possibility of photoinduced tautomerization
being suﬃcient to modify the structure of the key residue
Q63.29,48 In our model the electronic ground state supports
equilibrium between the dominant keto and minor enol forms
of Q63.48,49 The present kinetic and spectroscopic data (Figure
2) and recent calculations33 suggest that a distribution of
ground state structures exists, which may correspond with a
distribution in the position of the keto−enol equilibrium. Upon
electronic excitation of the ﬂavin ring, the strength of the H-
bonds formed between it and the surrounding amino acid
residues (Y21, Q63, N45, W104) may be modiﬁed by changes
in electron density in the ﬂavin ring. It is proposed that this is
suﬃcient to drive the position of the equilibrium to the enol
form. The resulting rearrangement in the H-bond environment
in the excited state occurs on a subpicosecond time scale.
Ultrafast changes in the environment of the chromophore
consistent with an excitation-induced change in H-bond
structure have been observed in TRIR measurements and
may be consistent with the tautomerization (Figure 2 and
S1).48,49 In the future TRIR measurements on isotope-labeled
AppA will be undertaken to test this assignment, targeting Q63
and other residues involved in the H-bond structure around the
ﬂavin (Figure 1). Electronic relaxation of the reorganized
structure back to the ground state leaves the ﬂavin in an altered
H-bond environment, one which is not directly accessible from
the dark ground electronic state. This unstable form of the
ground state can either relax back to the original ground state
(the dominant pathway judged from the kinetic data) or
populate the red-shifted state, for example through isomer-
ization of the enol form of Q63 and subsequent H-bond
reorganization.
Although no radical intermediates were detected for
dAppABLUF or BlsA, and modulation of the driving force for
electron transfer did not support a charge separation reaction,
we cannot absolutely rule out a role for the electron transfer
reaction coordinate. It is plausible that motion along the
reactive coordinate leading to electron transfer results in excited
state quenching, with the ultrafast charge recombination placing
the BLUF domain in the unstable neutral ground state
conﬁguration, as proposed above. The precise pathway for
the reorganization of this conﬁguration may be revealed by the
kind of QM/MM calculations that have begun to
appear.26−29,33,52,54 However, such calculations must be
informed by the knowledge that radical intermediate states
are, at most, a ﬂeeting entity; thus, alternative pathways should
be considered.
■ CONCLUSION
The primary processes in the BLUF domain have been
investigated by ultrafast TRIR spectroscopy. Marker modes
were identiﬁed for the ﬂavin excited and ground electronic
states and for the ﬂavin radical anion. High signal-to-noise 100
fs time resolution studies of the transient spectra and kinetics of
dAppABLUF did not reveal the formation of any new states
which could be assigned to a radical (or any other)
intermediate. Radical intermediates were however readily
observed in the photoinactive Y21W mutant of dAppABLUF,
and the kinetics of the photoinduced electron transfer were
characterized. Radical intermediates have subsequently been
observed in a number of other photoinactive states of
AppABLUF (unpublished data), but there is no correlation
between the observation of photoactivity and formation of a
signiﬁcant population of radical intermediates. The possibility
that the population of radical intermediates was kinetically
limited was tested by assuming that electron transfer does occur
and modifying the thermodynamic driving force through
unnatural amino acid substitution. Those data were also not
consistent with photoinduced electron transfer being the
primary process in dAppABLUF. Thus, the present data for
dAppABLUF are in contradiction to the widely accepted
mechanism for BLUF domain function, photoinduced electron
transfer between Tyr21 and FAD* leading to a radical
intermediate.
The TRIR measurements were extended to the BLUF
domain proteins PixD and BlsA. Radical formation was
observed in PixD in good agreement with earlier observa-
tions.45 However, no radical intermediates were found in BlsA,
and a similar null result was recently reported in a fourth BLUF
domain, BlrB.51 These data suggest that the Y21-to-ﬂavin
electron transfer is a sensitive function of BLUF domain
structure. However, although electron transfer intermediates
are observed in PixD and in other photoinactive mutants of
dAppABLUF (and in its light-adapted form, unpublished data)
there is no correlation between the rate of electron transfer and
photoactivity. Consequently we considered alternative path-
ways to signaling state formation in the BLUF domain. It was
proposed that electronic excitation is itself suﬃcient to induce
H-bond reorganization in the ﬂavin environment. This could
arise through the modiﬁed electronic structure of the ﬂavin
excited state. There is existing experimental evidence for such a
coupling between electronic excitation and changes in protein
structure.49 It was suggested that this change in H-bonding is
suﬃcient to perturb the position of keto−enol tautomerization
in the key Q63 residue,29,48 and that this is the primary event
which leads to the subsequent structural reorganization and
ultimately to formation of the signaling state.
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